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About This Game

Negative World is a 2D puzzle platformer where the main characters jumps are limited. You will play as "The Wanderer" on a
journey see what's above the stratosphere. The limited amount of jumps is due to living within the thin air of the stratosphere.

The journey will require mastery of logic and jumping prowess. Wind, lightning, and death await.
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Title: Negative World
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Big Niche Games
Publisher:
N/A
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: Intel Core i5-3350P / AMD FX-9590

Graphics: Nividia GTS 450 / AMD R7 250

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 128 MB available space

English,French,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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Now, full disclosure, I am friends with the creator of this game, and had watched he work on this, and I play tested this when it
was still in the early stages. So take my review with a grain of salt if you would like.

Now that that's out of the way, I will say I greatly enjoyed the final product Michael made. It's come a long way from the early
builds I helped test. The puzzels are stream lined with out being too diffuclt (Though granted I knew how to get past the ones I
got stuck on before), but having the right leve of challenge to give me pause to think about the solution.
The only issue I had would be some minor sound issus .

Over all it's a fun and quick game to play, and worth checking out.

. Awesome game. Very fun to play.. Full Review: http:\/\/wamsoon.com\/index.php\/2018\/08\/24\/negative-world-quick-hit-
review\/
Nice little platform\/puzzler that worth checking out if you're between games at the moment. A decent 2D platformer with a
cool idea of limiting jumps.
Though it is damaged by maths taking over obstacles in the game in the form of "puzzles"

If you like maths then you'll love this game but I simply do not
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Excellent little puzzle platformer! What I felt like started off far too easy for my tastes ramped smoothly into a nice difficulty
curve; very satisfying to play. Word 4 really brings it, looking forward to playing more.. Excellent little puzzle platformer! What
I felt like started off far too easy for my tastes ramped smoothly into a nice difficulty curve; very satisfying to play. Word 4
really brings it, looking forward to playing more.. Awesome game. Very fun to play.. A decent 2D platformer with a cool idea
of limiting jumps.
Though it is damaged by maths taking over obstacles in the game in the form of "puzzles"

If you like maths then you'll love this game but I simply do not

https:\/\/youtu.be\/rlcKQhbRFIs. A decent game, fun & challenging.. A decent game, fun & challenging.
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